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Abstract
A spanning subgraph F of a graph G is called perfect if F is a forest,
the degree dF (x) of each vertex x in F is odd, and each tree of F is an
induced subgraph of G. Alex Scott (Graphs & Combin., 2001) proved
that every connected graph G contains a perfect forest if and only if
G has an even number of vertices. We consider four generalizations to
directed graphs of the concept of a perfect forest. While the problem of
existence of the most straightforward one is NP-hard, for the three others
this problem is polynomial-time solvable. Moreover, every digraph with
only one strong component contains a directed forest of each of these
three generalization types. One of our results extends Scott’s theorem to
digraphs in a non-trivial way.
1 Introduction
The number of vertices of a graph G is called its order. A spanning subgraph
F of a graph G is called a perfect forest if F is a forest, the degree dF (x) of
each vertex x in F is odd, and each tree of F is an induced subgraph of G.
Note that a perfect matching is a perfect forest. Clearly, if a connected graph
G has a perfect forest, then G is of even order. Alex Scott [4] proved that
surprisingly the opposite implication is also true.
Theorem 1. [4] A connected graph G contains a perfect forest if and only if
G has an even number of vertices.
Intuitively, it is clear that a perfect forest can provide a useful structure in
a graph and, in particular, this notion was used by Sharan and Wigderson [5]
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to prove that the perfect matching problem for bipartite cubic graphs belongs
to the complexity class NC.
Scott’s original proof was graph-theoretical; a shorter one based on linear
algebra over F2 was recently given in [3]. Recently, Yair Caro [2] produced
another shorter proof, which is graph-theoretical.
I this paper, we will generalize Scott’s theorem and related notions to
directed graphs.1 Often there is no single generalization of an undirected graph
notion to directed graphs. For example, connectivity in undirected graphs can
be generalised to strong connectivity when there are directed paths in both
directions for every pair of vertices, connectivity when the underlying graph
(i.e., the undirected graph obtained by replacing all arcs with edges with the
same end-vertices and replacing all parallel edges by single edges) is connected,
and unilateral connectivity when there is a directed path between every pair of
vertices but possibly only in one direction. Another example is the notion of
a tree. We can consider any orientations of trees, but often only out-trees (or
in-trees) are of interest: an orientation of a tree is called an out-tree if it has
only one vertex of in-degree zero called its root and all other vertices are of
in-degree one. An out-forest in a directed graph is a vertex-disjoint collection
of out-trees. Let us introduce the following four generalizations of the notion
of a perfect forest.
Definition 1. A spanning subgraph F of a digraph D is called a perfect out-
forest if F is an out-forest, the degree of each vertex in the underlying graph
of F is odd, and each out-tree of F is an induced subgraph of D.
Definition 2. A spanning subgraph F of a digraph D is called an almost per-
fect out-forest if F is an out-forest, the degree of each vertex in the underlying
graph of F is odd, and every arc in D is either in F , goes between different
out-trees in F or goes from a vertex to an ancestor of that vertex in an out-tree
in F (the last kind of arc is called a backward arc).
Definition 3. A spanning subgraph F of a digraph D is called a weak perfect
out-forest if F is an out-forest and the degree of each vertex in the underlying
graph of F is odd.
Definition 4. A spanning subgraph F of a digraph D is called a even out-
forest if F is an out-forest where every out-tree in F has even order.
We will consider three families of connected digraphs (i.e., the underly-
ing graphs are connected) of even order. The class of all strongly connected
digraphs of even order will be denoted by Dst. The class of all connected di-
graphs of even order which contain only one initial strong component will be
1All basic notions on directed graphs not introduced in this paper can be found in the
monograph [1].
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denoted by Du. Alternatively, any digraph in Du contains some vertex, say u,
such that for any vertex in the digraph it can be reached from u by a directed
path. The class of all connected digraphs of even order will be denoted by D.
In the next section, we will show several results on the generalizations of
a perfect forest. We summarize the main results in the following table.
Dst Du D
perfect NP -hard NP -hard NP -hard
out-forest to decide to decide to decide
almost perfect Always Always May not exist, but can be
out-forest Exists Exists decided in polynomial time
weak perfect Always Always May not exist, but can be
out-forest Exists Exists decided in polynomial time
Even Always Always May not exist, but can be
out-forest Exists Exists decided in polynomial time
The concept of a backward arc of an out-tree T was introduced in Definition
2. A forward arc is not an arc of T , but it goes from an ancestor of a vertex
to the vertex itself. Finally, any arc between two vertices of T is called a cross
arc if it is not on T , and not a forward or backward arc.
Our result that every strongly connected digraph of even order contains
an almost perfect out-forest, generalizes Scott’s theorem. Indeed, let G be a
connected graph of even order and let G∗ be the digraph obtained from G by
replacing every edge {x, y} with two arcs xy and yx. Clearly, G∗ is strongly
connected. By our result, G∗ has an almost perfect out-forest F . Note that F
has no backward arcs as every such arc would imply the existence of a forward
arc, which is not allowed for almost perfect out-forests. Thus, the underlying
graph of every out-tree in F is an induced tree in G and so F is simply an
orientation of a perfect forest in G.
2 Results
Let us start with the following two lemmas which imply that that if a digraph
D ∈ D has an even out-forest, then it also has a a weak perfect out-forest and
even an almost perfect out-forest.
Lemma 1. If D ∈ D contains an even out-forest then D contains a weak
perfect out-forest.
Proof. It suffices to show that any out-tree of even order contains a weak
perfect out-forest as a spanning subgraph, as we can use this on each out-tree
in an even out-forest in order to get the desired weak perfect out-forest. We
will prove this by induction on the number of vertices in the out-tree.
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Clearly the statement is true if the out-tree has order two, as then the
out-tree is also a weak perfect out-forest. So now assume that T is an out-tree
of even order with root r and that all out-trees of smaller order than T contain
a weak perfect out-forest. Let u be a vertex of T of maximum distance from
the root r and let v be the unique vertex with an arc into u in T . We will now
consider the cases when v has an arc to a leaf different to u in T and when it
has no such arc.
If v has an arc to a leaf, say w, different from u in T then let T ′ = T \{u,w}.
Note that T ′ is an out-tree rooted at r as u and w are leaves of T . By induction
there is a weak perfect out-forest, F ′, which is a spanning subgraph of T ′.
Adding the arcs vu and vw to the out-tree of F ′ containing v gives us a weak
perfect out-forest which is a subgraph of T .
We may therefore assume that v does not have an arc to a leaf different
from u. As the distance from r to u was chosen to be maximum this implies
that u is the only out-neighbor of v in T . Let T ′′ = T \{u, v} and note that T ′′
is still an out-tree. Therefore, by induction there is a weak perfect out-forest,
F ′′, which is a spanning subgraph of T ′′. Adding the out-tree vu to F ′′ gives us
a weak perfect out-forest which is a spanning subgraph of T . This completes
the proof.
Lemma 2. If D ∈ D contains a weak perfect out-forest then D contains an
almost perfect out-forest.
Proof. Let F be a weak perfect out-forest in D and let T be an arbitrary
out-tree in F . Assume that there exists an arc uv in D, which does not belong
to T , but is either a forward arc of T or a cross arc of T . In the underlying
graph of T let P be the unique path from u to v. Let FT be obtained from T
by adding the arc uv and deleting all the arcs in T which correspond to the
edges of P .
Note that all vertices in FT have maximum in-degree one as the edge on
P incident with v corresponded to an arc of T into v. Furthermore in the
underlying graph of FT all vertices still have odd degree as the degrees of u
and v remain unchanged and all other vertices in P have their degree decreased
by 2. Therefore FT is a weak perfect out-forest with fewer arcs than T .
We continue the above process for as long as possible. As each time the
above operation is performed the number of arcs decreases it will terminate.
Furthermore it only terminates when there are no arcs, which don’t belong
to the weak perfect out-tree, which are either forward or cross arcs in some
out-tree in the weak perfect out-forest. Therefore we have produced an almost
perfect out-forest, which completes the proof.
As an almost perfect out-forest is also an even out-forest the two lemmas
above imply the following:
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Theorem 2. Every D ∈ D either contains all three of the below or none of
the below.
• Almost perfect out-forest.
• Weak perfect out-forest.
• Even out-forest.
Unfortunately, the problem of existence of a perfect out-forest in a strongly
connected digraph is intractable.
Theorem 3. It is NP -hard to determine whether a strongly connected digraph
has a perfect out-forest.
Proof. We will reduce from 3-Dimensional Matching whose instance I is
given by three disjoint sets V1, V2, V3 of vertices and an edge set E where each
edge in E contains exactly one vertex from each of the three sets. The question
is whether there is a 3-dimensional perfect matching, which a collection of
disjoint edges of E containing all vertices of the three sets. We may assume
that |V1| = |V2| = |V3| = k and let |E| = m.
We will now construct a strongly connected digraph, D as follows. Let
X be an independent set of m − k vertices and let Y be a set of m vertices
(corresponding to the m edges in E). Let V (D) = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 ∪X ∪ Y and
add all arcs from X to Y and for each vertex in Y add one arc to each of
V1, V2, V3 such that the out-neighborhood of each vertex in Y corresponds to
a distinct edge in E. Finally add all possible arcs between X and V1 ∪ V2 ∪V3
(in both directions) and add all possible arcs between the vertices of Y (in
both directions). Note that D is strongly connected as D[X ∪ V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3]
is strongly connected (due to all the 2-cycles) and every vertex in Y has arcs
into it from X and arcs out of it to V1 (and V2 and V3).
We will show that D contains a perfect out-forest if and only if I contains
a 3-dimensional perfect matching.
First assume that I has a 3-dimensional perfect matching containing the
edges in M ⊆ E. Let YM ⊆ Y be the vertices of Y corresponding to the edges
in M . Take all the out-trees with roots in YM and one leaf from each V1, V2
and V3. This leaves m− k vertices in X and m− k vertices in Y which can be
matched up with a matching, which together with the out-trees form a perfect
out-forest.
Now assume that D has a perfect out-forest, F . No arcs between X and
V1∪V2∪V3 can belong to F as they all belong to 2-cycles. Therefore we must
have m− k out-trees in F that have a vertex from X as their root. As D[Y ]
is a complete digraph each of these out-trees contain exactly one vertex from
Y . Due to the arcs between X and V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 no other vertices can belong
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to these m − k out-trees. Removing these m − k out-trees leaves us with k
vertices from Y and k vertices in each of V1, V2 and V3. Therefore F must
have k out-trees containing one vertex from Y and one vertex from each of V1,
V2 and V3. These k vertices from Y therefore correspond to a 3-dimensional
perfect matching in I. This completes the proof.
Unlike the problem in the previous theorem, the problem of existence of a
weak perfect out-forest is tractable, as proved below. Thus, by Theorem 2, the
problems of existence of an almost perfect out-forest and an even out-forest
are also tractable.
Theorem 4. In polynomial time, we can decide whether a connected digraph
has a weak perfect out-forest.
Proof. Let D be any connected digraph. We may assume that D has even
order. Let |V (D)| = n = 2k. We will create a new graph G as follows.
For every vertex u ∈ D let Xu be a set of 2k − 1 vertices containing k − 1
edges that form a matching and let yu be the isolated vertex in Xu. For every
arc uv in D add all edges from Xu to yv. The resulting graph is the desired
graph G. We will show that G has a perfect matching if and only if D contains
a weak perfect out-forest. As the problem of deciding whether a graph has a
perfect matching, is polynomial-time solvable, this will complete the proof.
Assume that G has a perfect matching, M . Let FM contain all arcs uv
where one of the edges from Xu to yv belong to M (note that at most one
such edge can belong to M). FM has maximum in-degree one as if uv and
wv belong to FM then two distinct edges of M have yv as an end-point, a
contradiction. Also, if j edges of G[Xu] are in M then u is incident with
(2k − 1)− 2j arcs in FM which is clearly an odd number.
If FM contains a directed cycle then we remove all arcs in such a cycle and
note that the resulting subgraph also has maximum in-degree at most one and
every vertex is adjacent with an odd number of vertices. Removing arcs of
directed cycles until no directed cycles remain, leave us with an acyclic digraph
with no in-degree more than 1 and all vertices incident to an odd number of
arcs. This is precisely a weak perfect out-forest.
Now assume that we have a weak perfect out-forest, F , inD. For every arc,
say uv, in F we add an edge from Xu to yv to the matching we are building.
Furthermore we do this such that as few edges of each Xw are covered. As
every vertex in D is incident with an odd number of arcs in F we note that an
even number of vertices in each Xw is uncovered. We can now use the edges
within each Xw in order to get a perfect matching in G. This completes the
proof.
The next few simple arguments will show that the claims in rows 2-4 of
the table of Section 1 also hold.
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Note that not every connected digraph of even order has an even out-forest.
Indeed, consider any star K1,r with an odd number of leaves, r ≥ 3, and direct
all edges towards the root. Clearly any out-forest will contain at least r − 1
trees of order one and will therefore not be an even out-forest.
However, if D ∈ Du (and therefore also if D ∈ Dst) has an even number
of vertices then, by Proposition 1.7.1 of [1], D contains a spanning out-tree,
which is clearly an even out-forest. Thus, by Theorem 2, D also has a weak
perfect out-forest and an almost perfect out-forest.
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